Fascinating to Watch

To obtain the viewpoint of a non-combatant in the academic struggle, the student editorial board asked a Norman minister to give, from his observations, a look at the O.U. students as a bystander views them.

By FINIS A. CRUTCHFIELD

Undoubtedly there is as much genuine social sensitivity in the class of '35 as in the class of '35, but there is less excitement when the great social issues of the day are confronted. As related to world problems, the dominant mood of the hour suggests a neo-stoicism. However, the sense of courageous resignation simply does not wish to be sold a "bill of goods" on any issue, and students are not likely to commit themselves to elaborate social schemes and grandiose political and economic programs without adequate forethought. It's an encouraging sign.

Any minister would observe that the age-old deceptions of the young are yet with us. Some students feel that "all good people are gullible" and they yield the idea that one has to practice evil to know about it. Others sincerely confuse freedom and license; their struggle for the mastery of new principles in early adult life is actually the same as it has been in every generation.

On every campus there are small groups who discover that detachment is the mark of the intelligentsia, and oftentimes this discovery is carried to an extreme point of intellectual and moral cowardice.

Also moral relativism rears its head in university life as elsewhere. "Right and wrong are only what you think they are" is the devil's ancient chant. The assumption that one creates his own standards still entices some.

On the other hand the bystanding observer should be impressed with the spirit of intellectual honesty among today's student group. In no field is this noted with more genuine rejoicing than in the field of religion. Happily, students are generally friendly to faith and the church. They abhor bigotry as though it were the plague and are reluctant to indulge in the pre-judgment of groups. They almost instinctively respond to the idea that naturalistic interpretations do not give satisfactory answers to the deeper problems of living.

This campus generation is also distinguished for its growing sense of vocational responsibility. Few are content to prepare for a meaningless future. And none approaches commencement without some strong and definite plans and hopes.

Matching this vocational seriousness is a marked sobriety in approaching marriage. The hasty marriage procedures of a generation ago are not typical of this age. Nearly every couple is willing to participate in sound study and guided preparation for married life. This is considered to be one of the most encouraging signs of all.

One other point should be noted—there is a new interest in the humanities. While no one in this highly technical world discredits the importance of know-how or efficient management and operation, there is a notable development of feeling that good living requires much intellectual synthesis and interpretation. And aesthetic interests are considered normal.

One of the most serious needs among today's students is the development of their critical faculties. (This is offered as a personal preaching.) Much of modern opinion is, of course, molded by the predigested and condensed words of commentators, columnists, and quick-quip artists. If to...
day's graduate is to take a responsible position in our society he must rapidly expand his ability to analyze and evaluate news and propaganda.

Perhaps the most singular need among this youthful generation is that of developing a healthy resistance to all forms of calculated and well-engineered propaganda. In the world of ideas as well as in the world of material things, salesmanship has become a formidable operation. Mass manias and bandwagon enthusiasms are skillfully and smoothly promoted so the student must learn not to be "taken in" by the subtle and suave approaches of current "experts and authorities."

In my dealings with university students on this campus I have concluded that in the main they can be trusted.

Intellectually they are above average; morally (who can judge another?) they are average at least.

They are sensitive to injustice, slaves to fashions in clothes, thoughtful in the presence of dear elderly ladies, retired scholars, and ministers.

I happen to like them and feel that if the future of the world were dependent on the quality of life found in most of O.U.'s seniors, one could not be pessimistic about the ultimate outcome of things.